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SUMMARY
An investigation has been made of the effects of conical wing camber
and body indentation according to the supersonic area rule on the aero-
dynamic wing loading characteristics of a wing-body-tail configuration
at transonic speeds. The wing aspect ratio was 3, taper ratio was O.1,
and quarter-chord-line sweepback was 52.5 ° with 3-percent-thick airfoil
sections. The tests were conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 1.05 and at angles of attack from
0° to 14 °, with Reynolds numbers based on mean aerodynamic chord varying
from 7 X lO6 to 8 x lO 6.
Conical camber delayed wing-tip stall and reduced the severity of
the accompanying longitudinal instability but did not appreciably affect
the spanwise load distribution at angles of attack below tip stall.
Body indentation reduced the transonic chordwise center-of-pressure
travel from about 8 percent to 5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
INTRODUCTION
An investigation of the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of
an airplane model having a 52.5 ° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3
(reported in ref. l) showed that the use of conical camber improved
maximum llft-drag ratios attainable in the transonic region. It was
inferred from force data that this gain in performance resulted from
the improved wing lift distribution associated with the use of conical
camber. Because of the scarcity of loads distribution data on conically
cambered sweptback wings, the wing pressure loads on the wings of the
model tested in reference 1 were also measured and are reported herein.
Similar loading investigations have previously been performed on coni-
cally cambereddelta planform wings (for exaaple, refs. 2 and 3).
A pressure instrumented model, the sameas that used in the force
tests of reference l, was used in this investigation. The wing was
camberedfor a design Machnumberof _-according to the design charts
of reference 4, and the body was indented according to the supersonic
area rule of reference 9. For purposes of comparison, tests with a
plane wing (no camber) and a nonlndented body were also conducted.
The models were tested in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel at Mach
numbersfrom 0.80 to 1.0_ and at angles of attack from 0° to 14°. Wing
section pressures distributions were obtained for six spanwlse stations














twist at Ith spanwlse station due t_ load at Jth station
wing span
twist at Ith spanwlse station due t) moment at jth station
local chord measured streamwlse in x,y plane
mean aerodynamic chord
average wing chord, S_
wing section pltching-moment coefficient about local quarter-
chord point
wing pitching-moment coefficient about 0.2_c'






















local static pressure minus free-stream static pressure
free-stream dynamic pressure
total wing area
axial coordinate measured with respect to body nose
local axial coordinate measured with respect to wing section
leading edge
wing chordwise center-of-pressure position, fraction of wing
mean aerodynamic chord measured from leading edge of c'
spanwise coordinate measured with respect to plane of symmetry
wing spanwise center-of-pressure position, fraction of wing
semi span
coordinate normal to x and y, measured with respect to
body center line
angle of attack of body center line
MODELS AND APPARATUS
Models
A photograph of the model with the plane wing, indented body, and
horizontal and vertical tails is shown in figure l(a). A sketch of the
same configuration giving geometrical details is shown in figure l(b).
A tabulation of the model geometric characteristics is presented in
table I.
Wings.- Both a plane and a conically cambered wing were tested,
each having the same thickness distribution. The plane wing had NACA
6_A003 airfoil sections axially. The cambered-wing ordinates were
calculated by the method of reference 4 for a design Mach number of
at a lift coefficient of 0.2, and are shown as mean camber lines in
figure 2. The camber method of reference 4 gave camber only over the
outboard 20 percent of each local semlspan so that the inboard 80 percent
4of each local semispan of the wing was identical to the plane wing.
The wings were of steel construction with stE_tic pressure orifices
located at six spanwise stations (16, 32, 48, 64, 80, and 95 percent
of the semispan). A listing of the chordwise orifice locations is
presented in table II.
Bodies.- Table III presents the ordinates of the indented and
nonindented bodies. Both were bodies of revclution for the forward
75 percent of the body length and had elliptical cross sections over
the rearward 25 percent (to accommodate the model sting support).
The indented body had a cross-sectional area distribution calcu-
lated for M = _ indentation according to the supersonic area rule
of reference 5. The body was indented for only 80 percent of the area
calculated for the presence of the horizontal and vertical tails.
Cross-sectional area distributions for the two configurations are
presented in figure 3-
Tails.- The geometric characteristics of the vertical and hori-
zontal tails are listed in table I. It shou]d be noted that the
horizontal tail used on the indented body was different from that
used on the nonindented body.
Apparatus
The tests were made in the Langley 16-feot transonic tunnel. A
complete description of the wind tunnel and its airflow characteristics
is contained in reference 6. The model was _ting-supported as shown
in figures l(a) and l(b). The sting-support system pivoted in a manner
such that the model was kept on or near the tunnel center line through-
out the angle-of-attack range.
The wing static pressures were recorded on multiple-tube mercury-
manometer boards. A pendulum-type straln-gage inclinometer was located
inside the model to determine the angle of attack.
TESTS
Three principal model configurations were tested. These were the
cambered wing with the indented body, the plebe wing with the indented
body, and the cambered wing with the nonlnder_ed body. For most of the
tests 3 both the vertical and horizontal tail_ were attached to the model
and set at zero deflection. For some configurations and test Mach num-
bers, data at high angles of attack were obtalnedwlth the horizontal-






Boundary-layer transition was fixed on all configurations by means
of a O.l-inch-wide strip of distributed roughness particles of No. 220
carborundum grains. On the wings and tails, the strips were located
on the upper and lower surfaces at the 2.5-percent-chord line. On the
body, a strip around the nose was located at 2.5 percent of the body
length.
Tests were conducted at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 1.05 and at
angles of attack from 0° to 14 ° except when restricted by allowable
model support loads. The Reynolds numbers based on mean aerodynamic
chord varied from 7 x 106 to 8 x 106 .
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
Reference 7 indicates that tunnel-wall interference in the Langley
16-foot transonic tunnel is negligible for the size of model which was
tested and therefore no such correction has been made. No correction
has been made for model aeroelasticlty; however, the wing was statically
loaded and the measured influence coefficients are presented in figure 4.
These coefficients were obtained by the method described in reference 8.
No difference in wing pressure distributions could be detected in
tests with differing tail incidences. Therefore, the wing pressure data
contained within this report are presented as independent of the tail
settings actually used during the tests. In addition, a comparison of
wing pressures measured with the tails on and off showed negligible
differences. It is therefore considered that the effects on the data
of the use of horizontal tails of different size can be ignored.
The accuracy of the data has been estimated as follows:
Cp .............................. !O. 005
M .............................. -+0.01
_, deg ............................ !O. 2
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of this investigation are presented in the following
figures:
6Figure
Chordwlse pressure distributions for the plane wing in combina-
tion with the indented body .................. 5
Chordwise pressure distributions for the cambered wing in com-
bination with the indented body ................ 6
Chordwise pressure distributions for the cambered wing in com-
bination with the nonindented body .............. 7
Spanwise load distributions for the plane wing in combination
with the indented body .................... 8
Spanwise load distributions for the cambered wing in combination
with the indented body .................... 9
Spanwise load distribution for the cambered wing in combination
with the nonindented body .................. l0
Variation of angle of attack with wing normal-force coefficient
for various Mach numbers ................... ll
Variation of wing pitching-moment coefficient with wing normal-
force coefficient for various Mach numbers .......... 12
Variation of wing chordwise center-of-pressure location with
wing normal-force coefficient for various Mach numbers . 13
Variation of spanwise center-of-pressure location with wing
normal-force coefficient for various Mach numbers ....... 14
Variation of wing chordwise and spanwise center of pressure with
Mach number for constant wing normal-force coefficient .... 15
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Effect of Camber on Local Separation
The effect of camber on local wing flow separation can be seen in
a comparison of the chordwise pressure distributions for the plane and
cambered wings when tested with the indented body (figs. 5 and 6). Up
to an angle of attack of i0 °, camber delayed wing-tip stall and spanwise
stall progression. In general, beyond i0 °, _here separation is more
fully developed, the distributions are quite similar for both wings.
The beneficial effects due to camber are apparent in the region
of M = 0.80 to 0.90 as a reduction in the severity of the break in the
wing normal-force coefficient with angle of _ttack (figs. ll(a) and (b))
and as a reduction in the severity of longitudinal instability as
illustrated by the variation in wing pitching-moment coefficient with






Effect of Camber on Spanwise Loading
At O ° angle of attack the spanwise load distributions for the
cambered wing in combination with the indented body (fig. 9) indicate
that the basic loading due to camber is rather small. Thus at angles
of attack of 2° and 4° , it is not surprising that the general shape
of the spanwise loadings for the cambered wing is similar to that of
the plane wing (fig. 8). At an angle of attack of 6° , the cambered
wing had a more elliptic spanwise loading than the plane wing because
the cambered wing maintained a higher loading over the tip station.
Above an angle of attack of 6° , the shape of the spanwise loading is
quite distorted due to local flow separation.
The apparent similarity of the loading characteristics for both
the plane and cambered wings is illustrated by the similar location
of the spanwise center of pressure and its variation with Mach number
at constant normal-force coefficient (fig. 15).
Effect of Body Indentation on Chordwise
Center-of-Pressure Travel
In the Mach number range of 0.90 to 0.98, the rearward chordwise
center-of-pressure travel for the nonindented-body configuration was
about 8 percent c' and for the indented-body configurations was
about 5 percent c' (fig. 15). This beneficial effect of body indenta-
tion is due to higher negative pressure peaks near the wing leading
edge and better chordwise pressure recovery at the 32- and 48-percent-
semispan stations for the indented body configurations. These pressure
differences are difficult to see in the pressure distributions of fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7 because of the small plotting scale. However, the
effects of these differences are more evident in Cm as can be seen
in table IV. At M = 0.98 for these wing stations, the local chord-
wise center of pressure (defined as (0.25 - Cm/Cn) ) is 3 to 4 percent
farther forward for the cambered wing in combination with the indented
body than for the cambered wing in combination with the nonindented
body.
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation of the aerodynamic loading characteristics of a
52.5 o sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3, tested with indented and non-
indented bodies, has led to the following conclusions:
1. Conical camber delayed wlng-tip stall and reduced the severity
of longitudinal instability.
2. Conical camber did not appreciably cnmngethe spanwise loading
at angles of attack below tip stall of the plane wing.
3. Body indentation reduced the transonic chordwise center-of-
pressure travel from about 8 percent to 5 percent of the meanaero-
dynamic chord.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
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Airfoil section, plane wing ............... NACA 65A003
Aspect ratio ........................ 3.0
Taper ratio ......................... 0.i
Area, sq in ......................... 1,176.0
Vertical tail:
Airfoil section ..................... NACA 65A003
Taper ratio ......................... 0.2
Area, sq in ......................... 293.9
Horizontal tail for indented body:
Airfoil section ..................... NACA 65A003
Aspect ratio . . ...................... 3.0
Taper ratio ........ . ................ 0.2
Area, sq in ......................... 293.9
Sweep of quarter-chord line, deg .............. 45
Span, in ........................... 29.70
Mean aerodynamic chord, in .................. 11.37
Root chord, in ........................ 16.50
Horizontal tail for nonindented body:
Airfoil section:
Root ......................... NACA 64A006
Tip .......................... NACA 64A003
Aspect ratio ........................ 3.0
Taper ratio ......................... 0.2
Sweep of quarter-chord line, deg .............. 45
Area, sq in ......................... 236.1
Span, in .......................... 26.61
Mean aerodynamic chord, in .................. 10.18




















































































































































0.80 0 -,O0%6 .0C09 -.0!17
4 .1827 -.0208 .2191
• 28t4 -.931 _ .335a
• 3935 -.¢471 ._962
I0 .4989 -.2527 .6_73
12 .6?15 -.t533 .7792





(a) Indented body and plaae wing
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(b) Incl_nted bod_v _d dlabered w#_ng
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-,0_69 ,7180 -.085_ ,8228 -.1212 .53_5 -.089_ ,1639 -.0165








,0037 -,0121 .00_3 -.O282 -,0022 -.0281 -,0088 -,0752 -,02_8 !-.1735 -,00_i
-,0115 ,0939 -,0092 .0975 -,0111 ,1281 -.0152 ,1139 -,0270 .0927 -.0201
-,0201 ,2106 -.0206 ,2273 -,0179 ,2900 -,0192 .2962 -,0236 ,2721 -,0137
-,0_78 °3408 -.0339 ,3711 -,025_ ,_620 -,0153 .4789 -,0035 ,_907 -,038_
-.07_ ,_8_3 -,0558 .5289 -,0563 .8_01 -.0544 .7665 -.}262 .2886 -.0313
-,O_&l ,6251 -,0892 .7358 -,1002 .8250 -,|208 ,5_7 -,096W ,1681 -,0167
• 9_ 0 -.0079 .0051 -,0070
2 .0891 -,0135 .0952
4 .1929 -,0320 ,2131
6 ,2912 -.0520 .3350
,O0_5 -.0286 ,0030 -,O2A7 -.0077 -.09_6
-,0136 ,1021 -*016_ .I_22 -.0279 *I057
-,0301 ,2_37 -.03&8 .3129 -,0&66 .3507





l.O0 0 --,0060 ._060 -,0106 ,0046
2 ,0816 -,0111 ,0915 -,0116
4 ,18_8 -,0288 ,2082 -,0282
6 .28_6 -,080_ ,3270 -,0_37
-.0196 .0007 -,0217 -,0091 -.0791 -,0329 -,21_9 -,01i_
,0993 -,0151 ,1327 -,0266 ,i185 -,0480 .08_8 -,05_5
• 2332 -,0316 ,2999 -.0_9 ,3278 -.07_2 .2358 -*0991
,3766 -,0_57 ,&7g0 -,0561 ,557_ -,088_ ,435_ -,1030
-,0 59 ,0033
_.0_ _ -,00_2 .0052 .0_12 -.0_5
_0829 -,0134
• 1830 -,0327 ,2033 -.0321
-.0190 -,0018 -_0215 -.0099 -.098& -.0224 -.2735 -.0199
•i007 -,0198 ,1308 -,0285 ,1233 -,0578 -,0291 -,0509













































(b) Sketch of model with plane wing and indented body.
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Figure 4.- Wing-twist characteristics for c_mbined normal-force and
pitching-moment loadlngs at five spanwise locations, fWing attach-
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Wing normal-force coefficient, CN
(a) Indented body and plane wlng.
Flgure 11.- Variation of angle of attack wlth wi_4_ norraal-force
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(a) Indented body and plane wing.
Figure 12,- Variation of wing pltching-moment coefficient wlth wlng
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Wing normal-force coefficient, CN
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Wing normal-force coefficient, CN
(a) Indented body and plane wing.
Figure 13.- Variation of wing chordwlse center-of-pressure location
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Wing normel-force coefficient, C N
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Wing normal-force coefficient, C N
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1.05 v 02 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Wing normal-force coefficient, C N
(a) Indented body and plane wing.
Figure 14.- Variation of spanwlse center-of-pressure location with wlng
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